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Abstract: In this work, the directionality effects during the MW 7.8 earthquake, which occurred in
Muisne (Ecuador) on 16 April 2016, were analyzed under two perspectives. The first one deals with
the influence of these effects on seismic intensity measures (IMs), while the second refers to the
assessment of the expected damage of a specific building located in Manta city, Ecuador, as a function
of its azimuthal orientation. The records of strong motion in 21 accelerometric stations were used
to analyze directionality in seismic actions. At the closest station to the epicenter (RRup = 20 km),
the peak ground acceleration was 1380 cm/s2 (EW component of the APED station). A detailed
study of the response spectra ratifies the importance of directionality and confirms the need to
consider these effects in seismic hazard studies. Differences between IMs values that consider the
directionality and those obtained from the as-recorded accelerograms are significant and they agree
with studies carried out in other regions. Concerning the variation of the expected damage with
respect to the building orientation, a reinforced concrete building, which was seriously affected by
the earthquake, was taken as a case study. For this analysis, the accelerograms recorded at a nearby
station and detailed structural documentation were used. The ETABS software was used for the
structural analysis. Modal and pushover analyses were performed, obtaining capacity curves and
capacity spectra in the two main axes of the building. Two advanced methods for damage assessment
were used to obtain fragility and mean damage state curves. The performance points were obtained
through the linear equivalent approximation. This allows estimation and analysis of the expected
mean damage state and the probability of complete damage as functions of the building orientation.
Results show that the actual probability of complete damage is close to 60%. This fact is mainly due
to the greater severity of the seismic action in one of the two main axes of the building. The results
are in accordance with the damage produced by the earthquake in the building and confirm the need
to consider the directionality effects in damage and seismic risk assessments.

Keywords: damage assessment; directionality effects; intensity measures; parametric model; 2016
Ecuador earthquake

1. Introduction

On 16 April 2016, an earthquake with moment magnitude, MW, 7.8, struck the north-
western coast of Ecuador at 6:58 pm. (UTC-5, local time). The epicenter was located near
the town of Muisne, 170 km northwest from Quito. Although the epicenter was in a remote
rural area, several towns in the coastal provinces were affected due to their high intensity.
The earthquake occurred at a 20-km depth as a result of the relative displacement between
the Nazca plate and the South American plate, through a subduction process [1]. This
process has generated catastrophic events in South America throughout the contact zone
between these two plates, repeatedly, affecting Chile, Peru, and Ecuador [2].
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During the 2016 Ecuador earthquake, around 700 deceased were reported, and thou-
sands of buildings and structures suffered damage. The most affected areas were the
provinces of Manabí, Esmeraldas, Santa Elena, Guayas, Santo Domingo, and Los Ríos,
where the government declared a state of emergency. The canton of Pedernal, in the
province of Manabí, was declared a disaster zone. This confirms the need for increasing the
efforts in the knowledge of this natural phenomenon, providing advanced tools to improve
the assessment of the seismic hazard, and, particularly, the seismic risk management in
urban environments [3]. These facts suggest being more critical in the design of future
structures and focus on a better understanding of the seismic hazard of the region. For this
reason, it is necessary to develop new seismic hazard studies to update the seismic code of
the country.

One interesting topic regarding the seismic hazard and the damage assessment is the
one related to directionality effects. Directionality-related issues have been investigated in
two areas: (i) in seismic hazard studies and (ii) in the expected structural performance [4–7].
The first one focuses on the influence of the sensor’s orientation on the ground motion
records of an earthquake. Whereby, it is possible to estimate intensity measures (IMs) that
consider the orientation of the sensor, directly influencing the development of new ground
motion prediction equations (GMPEs). These kinds of IMs help to reduce the epistemic
uncertainty involved in the development of seismic hazard studies. In the second point,
the variation of structural damage is studied with respect to the incidence angle of the
seismic action to the structure.

In this research, both aspects were studied based on data from the Ecuador earthquake
of 16 April 2016. Here, we analyzed the effects of directionality on the seismic action, esti-
mating IMs independent of the orientation of the sensor, and defining the variability of the
action through these effects. The accelerograms recorded by the National Acelerographic
Network of Ecuador (RENAC for its acronym in Spanish) were used. The available 21
ground motions pairs (only horizontal components) were selected. Sensor orientation-
independent IMs [6,8,9] were estimated for both the peak ground acceleration (PGA) and
the spectral response (Sa). These measures were compared with the traditional ones (e.g.,
the larger of the two as-recorded components and the geometric mean of the as-recorded
components). Finally, the results were compared with those obtained by other authors,
corresponding to other studies in other countries.

In addition, the expected damage of a reinforced concrete building located in the city of
Manta (Ecuador) was studied according to its orientation with respect to the closest seismic
action recorded. This building suffered complete damage during the 2016 earthquake
(see Section 3.1.4 for more details on the definition of complete damage). The original
construction plans were used to model the building. The well-known ETABS software [10]
was used for this aim. The effects of directionality on seismic demand were considered to
validate the damage suffered during the event. Non-linear static analysis, Pushover, and the
parametric model developed by Pujades et al. [11] were used to obtain the fragility curves
of the structure and subsequently estimate the expected damage with the performance
point. Results indicate that for the actual orientation of the building, the probability of
complete damage is close to 60%, thus corresponding with the damage suffered during the
event.

2. Part I: Directionality in the Seismic Action
2.1. Materials and Methods

Normally, the peak ground acceleration (PGA) on the horizontal plane is estimated
with the maximum value of the as-recorded acceleration components, accX and accY [PGAX
and PGAY, see Equations (1) and (2)]. Then, a combination (e.g., geometric mean, PGAGM)
or the larger value (PGALarger) of the PGA of the as-recorded components are commonly
used as intensity measures in the development of ground motion prediction equations
(GMPEs):

PGAX = max|accX(t)| (1)
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PGAY = max|accY(t)| (2)

PGAGM =
√

PGAX ·PGAY (3)

PGALarger = max[|accX(t)| ,|accY(t)|] (4)

The fact is that the peak acceleration is rarely captured with the as-recorded compo-
nents and, therefore, the true PGA occurs in an unknown intermediate angle. For this
reason, the PGA is also estimated for the linear combinations of the as-recorded components
for all the non-redundant angles, θ. The ground motions are rotated using linear combina-
tions of the horizontal as-recorded components for a range [0, 180) with 1◦ increments of θ,
according to the following equation:

accROT(t, θ) = accX(t)· cos θ + accY(t)· sin θ (5)

where accX(t) and accY(t) correspond to the as-recorded acceleration horizontal compo-
nents, t is time, and θ is the rotation angle.

Then, the maximum value of the linear combinations represents the maximum PGA
considering all the non-redundant angles. This PGA corresponds to the true maximum
acceleration at the ground level and is called PGAmax herein. This PGA can also be obtained,
in a simplified way, computing the maximum value of the Euclidean norm or the root-sum-
of-squares of the as-recorded acceleration components (Equation (7)):

PGAmax = max|accROT(t, θ)|θ = [0, 180) (6)

PGAmax = max
√
[acc1(t)]

2 + [acc2(t)]
2 (7)

The orientation where the maximum ground acceleration (PGAmax) is produced is
estimated through the following equation:

θPGA(max) = tan−1
[

accNS(ti)

accEW(ti)

]
(8)

where ti is the time instant where PGAmax occurs.
Regarding the spectral response (Sa), the RotDpp is a relatively new intensity measure

that considers the directionality effects of earthquakes. Rot means rotated, D means period
dependent, and pp means percentile. It was introduced by Boore [8] and has been used
in the development of the newest GMPE (e.g., NGA-West2 and NGA-East projects). This
IM is defined as the percentile values of the projection of the response spectra of the two
as-recorded components rotated onto all non-redundant azimuths. Once obtained, the
vector composition of the acceleration components for each rotation, using Equation (5), the
acceleration response spectra with 5% of critical damping are computed; a single spectrum
for each composition is obtained. Once the 180 spectra are obtained, the spectral values for
a certain percentile are selected. The percentile 100th, RotD100, represents the maximum
acceleration response for each oscillator period.

To evaluate the directionality effects of the 16 April 2016 earthquake, peak parameters
are estimated with the ground-motion records from the RENAC network (Figure 1). A
total of 21 ground-motion records are used.

2.2. Results

PGAX, PGAY, PGALarger, and PGAmax were computed for the 21 ground-motion records
available. Since all the stations are oriented so that the horizontal components coincide
with the east-west and north-south directions, the PGAX and PGAY are now called PGAEW
and PGANS, respectively. Results are shown in Table 1. Acceleration maps for each
measure (Figure 2) were georeferenced and interpolated from values presented in Table 1.
In Figure 2a,b, maps with PGANS and PGAEW are presented. Clearly, PGAEW presents
larger values when compared to PGANS. Figure 2c,d present the PGALarger and PGAmax
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results, respectively. Both variables show comparable results, but the PGAmax has greater
accelerations, as can be seen in Table 1. The maximum as-recorded PGA was produced in
the APED station with a value of 1380 cm/s2. At this station, the true maximum acceleration
(PGAmax) was 1397 cm/s2. Notice that the stations ACH1, ACHN, ALIB, AOTA, and APO1
exhibit differences between PGAmax and PGALarger higher than 10%. This fact is interesting
since we can underestimate the peak acceleration up to 20% (see station ACH1).
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Figure 1. Strong-motion stations from the National Accelerographic Network of Ecuador (RENAC).

Table 1. Values of PGAEW, PGANS, PGAmax, PGAmax/PGALarger ratio, and θPGA(max) for the 21 ground motions recorded
by the National Accelerographic Network of Ecuador. Repi: epicentral distance.

Station Repi
(km)

PGAEW
(m/s2)

PGANS
(m/s2)

PGAmax
(m/s2)

PGAmax
PGALarger

θPGA(max)
Azimuth North

AMM2 235 0.25 0.35 0.35 1.00 354◦

ACH1 407 0.25 0.24 0.30 1.20 43◦

ACHN 120 3.20 3.64 4.12 1.13 210◦

ACUE 381 0.35 0.29 0.35 1.00 271◦

AES2 76 1.51 1.08 1.52 1.00 96◦

AGYE 270 0.18 0.23 0.24 1.04 340◦

AIB1 202 0.48 0.57 0.58 1.02 166◦

AIB2 204 0.21 0.32 0.32 1.00 357◦

ALAT 206 0.31 0.27 0.31 1.00 85◦

ALIB 308 0.41 0.39 0.46 1.12 56◦

ALJ1 492 0.15 0.16 0.17 1.06 209◦

ALOR 159 0.26 0.26 0.26 1.00 175◦

AMIL 288 0.51 0.45 0.53 1.04 244◦

AMNT 171 3.97 5.14 5.34 1.04 340◦

AOTA 188 0.42 0.34 0.48 1.14 240◦

APED 36 13.80 8.13 13.97 1.01 279◦

APO1 167 3.11 3.74 4.16 1.11 226◦

ASDO 115 2.02 1.09 2.06 1.02 260◦

ATUL 251 0.16 0.21 0.21 1.00 0◦

EPNL 174 0.26 0.20 0.27 1.04 260◦

PRAM 171 0.24 0.23 0.25 1.04 44◦
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In Figure 3, a flow map representing the direction where the maximum acceleration
occurred is presented. In general, maximum acceleration values were observed in the SW
direction. Notice that this flow map shows similar patterns compared with the obtained
coseismic slip measurements during the same event [12], and also compared with coseismic
slips from other events that occurred in the same subduction zone (e.g., the 2015 MW 8.3
Illapel, Chile [13]; 2010 MW 8.8 Maule, Chile [14]). From our perspective, these patterns
should be considered in the design of seismic resistant structures. For instance, in near-fault
areas, orienting the strong axis of buildings in the direction normal to the fault may reduce
the risk of suffering a higher seismic damage due to directionality or directivity effects.
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Figure 3. Flow direction of the PGAmax in the horizontal plane during the 2016 Ecuador earthquake.

In the case of the spectral response, Figure 4 shows a comparison between RotD100
and the response spectra from the as-recorded and the rotated components (between 0◦

and 179◦ with increments of 1◦). To compare the intensity measures based on Sa, the ratios
between the as-recorded components (N-S and E-W), the geometric mean of the as-recorded
components (GM), the larger of the two as-recorded components (Larger), and the RotD100
were performed using the 21 available records. First, the 5% damped acceleration response
spectra were obtained for all the ground-motion pairs and for all the linear combinations
considered with the angle variation. Subsequently, RotD100 IM was calculated following
the methodology described above. For the calculation of the mean ratios, the antilogarithm
of the average of the natural logarithms of the ratios was used; this represents the GM of
the ratios [15]. All the ratios were calculated using RotD100 as dividend to compare with
the maximum Sa response.
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Figure 4. Response spectra of the horizontal as-recorded rotated components and the RotD100
response spectrum for the 2016 Ecuador earthquake ground motion recorded in AMNT station.

Figure 5 displays the results obtained for all the ratios. One common comparison
used by many authors is RotD100/GM [4,6,16]. The ratios values are 1.17 for small periods
going up to 1.30 for larger periods, which are very similar to the ones obtained by other
researchers. Another interesting comparison is the one with the Larger measure, where the
results for all the periods are very constant and are, in average, around 1.07 [4,17].
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3. Part II: Case Study: Damage Assessment of a Heavily Damaged Building
3.1. Materials and Methods

In this second part, a reinforced concrete building, which was seriously affected by
the 2016 Ecuador earthquake, is taken as a case study. For this analysis, the accelerograms
recorded at a nearby station together with detailed structural documentation were used.
An analysis of the capacity, fragility, and damage of the studied building was developed.
The building is defined by its capacity spectra in the two main axes of the building. The
parametric model proposed by Pujades et al. [11] was applied for both capacity spectra.
Then, a damage index that has been previously calibrated based on time-history analysis
was estimated.

Moreover, fragility and expected damage analyses were performed. In addition to the
null damage state, four damage states were considered in the analysis: 0. Null, 1. Slight,
2. Moderate, 3. Severe, and 4. Complete. The damage states thresholds were defined by the
approximation adopted in the European Risk-UE project and the one based on the damage
index as defined in [11].

The structure is a five-story reinforced concrete building of mixed use (commercial
and residential). The structure is composed of a main concrete building and, in the front
part, there is an annex with a steel structure (see Figure 6a). The building is located in
Manta city. In this city, many buildings collapsed during the 2016 earthquake, despite it
being more than 170 km away from the epicenter. The area with the greatest impact was
the Tarqui neighborhood, in which the studied building is located, and where the largest
commercial activity of the city occurs.
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Figure 6. (a) Studied building. (b) In green, the main building used to build up the structural model and in red, the annex
that was not considered in the structural model (pictures taken from Google Maps street view).

From a structural evaluation report generated by a professional engineer of Ecuador, it
was determined that the building suffered irreparable damage and should be demolished.
In the report, they detailed that plastic hinges were formed in the structural system (beam-
column), partial collapse of the stairs, and collapse of the internal walls and façade. The
principal damage occurred on the ground floor and the first story. Plastic hinges were
formed in both ends of the columns with significant loss of section, cracking, and wall
collapse.

3.1.1. Structural Model

In order to perform the damage assessment of the building, a structural model was
developed in ETABS software [10]. Only the main building was considered in the model
(Figure 6b). The adjacent building is a steel frame structure that was built several years
after the main concrete structure. This structure was built independently with joints. For
this reason, it was not considered in the analysis. It is important to note that the original
blueprints of the main building were used to develop the structural model. The beam-
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column distribution and geometry are shown in Figure 7. The inter-story height is 2.70 m.
The geometry of the structural sections, steel rebars, and material specifications are shown
in Table 2. The cross-section geometry and steel rebar specifications were taken from the
original blueprints; the concrete compressive strength was obtained from the structural
evaluation report.
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Table 2. Geometry of the sections and specifications of the materials of the beams and columns of the
building studied.

Section Code fc (kg/cm2)
Dimensions

(mm) Steel Rebar Rebar

C-1 and C-2 180 400 × 400 8 #5 A615 Grade 40
C-3 180 450 × 450 4 #5 + 4 #6 A615 Grade 40

C-4 and C-5 180 350 × 350 8 #5 A615 Grade 40
C-6 180 400 × 400 4 #5 + 4 #6 A615 Grade 40

C-7 and C-8 180 300 × 300 8 #4 A615 Grade 40
C-9 180 350 × 350 4 #4 + 4 #5 A615 Grade 40

Beam-1 170 200 × 500 2 #3 + 2 #4 A615 Grade 40
Beam-2 170 200 × 300 2 #3 + 2 #4 A615 Grade 40
Beam-3 170 200 × 600 2 #3 + 2 #4 A615 Grade 40

To consider the nonlinearity of the structure, beams and columns were modeled using
concentrated plastic hinge models, defined at both ends of the structural elements. The
inelastic behavior of the plastic hinges is characterized by idealized force–deformation
relations, defined by the modeling parameters for reinforced concrete columns and beams
of the FEMA 356 standards [18]. In order to estimate the capacity of the building, two
non-linear incremental static analyses, Pushover, were performed in the main axes of the
structure. Figure 8 shows the capacity curves and capacity spectra obtained in the X
(transversal) and Y (longitudinal) directions. In this figure, the original points resulting
from the pushover analysis, the interpolated capacity spectra at a fixed step, and the
bilinear forms are shown for the two main orthogonal directions of the building. The
fundamental period of the building is 0.58 s in the X axis and 0.62 s in the Y axis.
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Figure 8. Capacity curve and spectra in the X and Y directions. The points resulting from the
pushover analysis, the interpolated curves (int) at a fixed step, and the bilinear forms (Bilinear)
are shown.

3.1.2. Parametric Model

Pujades et al. [11] proposed a relatively simple mathematical model that allows the
capacity and spectra curves to be represented through five independent parameters. The
aim of the model is to separate the linear and non-linear parts of the capacity curve or
spectrum since the model is valid for both. The non-linear part, doubly normalized (in
abscissa and in ordinates), is modeled by the cumulative integral of a cumulative lognormal
function. This lognormal function can be fully represented by two parameters, the mean
value, µ, and the standard deviation, σ. For more detail, the parametric model is explained
and described well in Pujades et al. [11].

This model was successfully applied to the capacity spectra in both X (transversal)
and Y (longitudinal) directions of the studied building. In Figure 9, the adjustment of
the capacity spectrum in the X direction is presented. Specifically, the capacity spectrum
is shown with the following curves: the original data from the pushover analysis, the
interpolated capacity spectrum (CS), and the lognormal fit. For the lognormal fit, all
the interpolated points were used. The improved setting was refined by minimizing the
error between the model and the empirical points resulting from the pushover analysis.
Additionally, in this figure, the first and second derivatives of the capacity spectra and the
error function in percentages are shown. The second derivatives were normalized, so that
the value of the minimum is one. The excellent quality of the fit should be noted. Figure 10
is analogous to Figure 9 but for the capacity spectrum in the Y direction.

In this way, the capacity spectra are fully defined by the following five parameters:
the mean value (µ) and the standard deviation (σ) of the lognormal function, the slope
(m) at the origin of the capacity spectrum, and the ultimate capacity point (Sdu and Sau).
Table 3 shows the parameters of the models fitted and the errors (εL).

Table 3. Parameters of the parametric model for the capacity spectra (CS) in the X and Y axes.

CS m (g/cm) Sdu (cm) Sau (g) µ (adim) σ (adim) εL (adim)

X 0.095 11.62 0.622 0.420 0.241 7.35 × 10−3

Y 0.118 10.35 0.757 0.410 0.331 1.28 × 10−2

3.1.3. Park and Ang-Based Damage Index

Pujades et al. [11] defined a new damage index based on capacity curves/spectra.
This index is based on the well-known damage index of Park and Ang [19,20]. The damage
contributions are separated in two parts, one due to the deformation and another due to
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the energy dissipation. These two contributions are modeled by two functions that can be
obtained from the normalized non-linear part of the capacity curve or spectrum.
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Figure 9. Parametric model fit in the X-direction.
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Figure 10. Parametric model fit in the Y-direction.

In addition, Pujades et al. [11] performed dynamic analyses with reinforced concrete
buildings and typical seismic actions to calibrate the contributions of the deformation and
energy dissipation in damage. Thus, the damage index based on the Park and Ang index is
defined by the following equation:

IPA(δN) = αKS(δN) + (1− α)E(δN) (9)
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In this equation, δN is the normalized spectral displacement, IPA is the new damage
index based on the damage index of Park and Ang, KS is the secant stiffness, and E is
the energy dissipated; α is the parameter that distributes the contributions of the stiffness
degradation and the dissipation of the energy to the global damage.

In this work, Equation (9) with a value of α = 0.7 was used. Based on previous
studies [11], a mean value of this parameter for typical seismic actions and reinforced
concrete buildings is α = 0.7, which may be higher or lower depending on the typology of
the buildings and seismic actions. It is expected that for seismic actions of long duration
and high intensity, the contribution of the energy dissipation to the damage may be greater.

Another function that has also proved to be useful is the tangent stiffness function,
KT, related to the first derivative of the capacity spectrum [21]. The incorporation of this
function into the damage index allows the incorporation of sharp variations in the damage
due to sudden drops in stiffness that are not considered well in the secant stiffness function.
This improved index is defined by modifying Equation (9) as follows:

IPA_m(δN) = α [β KS(δN) + (1− β)KT(δN)] + (1− α)E(δN) (10)

In general, this approach is adequate for most of the capacity curves. The more
sophisticated model of Equation (10) is useful in special cases, particularly when brittle
hinges are incorporated. The estimation of the secant stiffness and energy functions is
explained well in Pujades et al. [11]. In a simplified way, the secant stiffness function is
obtained through the quotient between the ordinates and the abscissa of the non-linear
part of the capacity spectrum. The tangent stiffness is obtained by deriving the non-linear
part of the capacity spectrum, and the energy function is the cumulative integral of the
non-linear part of the capacity spectrum. A normalization of the functions finds that the
damage index takes values of 1 for the unit abscissa, so the damage index starts with zero
in the origin and ends with a unit in the point of ultimate capacity. Figure 11 shows the
capacity spectra and the damage curves. This figure shows the normalized non-linear
capacity spectrum (CSNLN), and the energy, E, the secant stiffness, KS, the tangent stiffness,
KT, functions, and the damage index, IPA, based on the Park and Ang index. In this same
figure, damage state thresholds are also shown. These damage states and thresholds are
briefly described below.

3.1.4. Fragility Curves and Mean Damage State

The damage states allow a qualitative evaluation of the expected damage in a structure
or infrastructure. Thus, the most frequently used damage states are: 0 or Null damage, 1
or Slight damage, 2 or Moderate damage, 3 or Severe damage, and 4 or Complete damage.
In the intensity scale EMS’98, five grades or damage states are used, so that the damage
state 4 (Complete) is separated into two: 4 or Extensive and 5 or Collapse. The assessment
methods used by engineers understand that the repair cost in case of Extensive damage do
not compensate with respect to replacement cost. For this reason, when Generalized damage
occurs, it is advisable to demolish; hence, the states of Generalized damage and Collapse are
grouped into a single damage state that we refer to as Complete.

A delicate and relevant aspect in the evaluation of the expected damage of a structure
is the damage state threshold definition. The probabilities of damage states are usually
quantified by damage probability matrices, fragility curves, and mean damage states. For a
specific damage state, the damage probability matrix defines the probability that a building
suffers this damage state, and the fragility curve defines the probability that this state
is matched or exceeded. The damage state threshold is defined for a probability that
the damage state is equal to or exceeded by 50%. This fact added to the hypothesis that
the damage is distributed according to a binomial distribution, which has been used to
construct fragility curves in a simplified way. The hypothesis of the binomial distribution
is robust and has been contrasted with the observed damage in seismic catastrophes in
Italy [22,23]. The damage state threshold and the binomial distribution of damage allow
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us to directly construct the fragility curves and, based on them, the damage probability
matrices, and curves of the mean damage state.
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Figure 11. Capacity spectra (left) and damage functions (right) for: X direction and Y direction. Bilinear forms of capacity
spectra and thresholds of damage states based on the Risk-UE project (DsTrh RUE) and those based on the Park and Ang
damage index (DsTrh IPA) are shown. See also the explanations in the text.

Within the framework of the European project Risk-UE [24], different damage states
thresholds were proposed based on the bilinear form of the capacity spectrum, taking as a
reference the spectral displacement of the yield point (Sdy, Say). Based on expert opinion,
the following thresholds were chosen:

Sd1 = 0.7 Sdy; Sd2 = Sdy; Sd3 = Sdy + 0.25
(
Sdu − Sdy

)
; Sd4 = Sdu (11)

The damage state thresholds are shown in Figure 11. Moreover, based on damage
studies in reinforced concrete buildings [19,20,25], Pujades et al. [11] established a Park and
Ang damage index value of 0.05 for the threshold of Slight damage, 0.20 for the threshold
of Moderate damage, 0.40 for Severe damage, and 0.65 for the Complete damage state. These
thresholds, together with the corresponding spectral displacements, are also shown in
Figure 11, both in the bilinear forms of the capacity spectra through the Risk-UE approach,
and in the damage index based on the Park and Ang index, IPA. Significant differences are
observed, especially for the states of Severe and Complete damage. Although it depends on
the shape of the capacity spectrum, in general, the Risk-UE proposal tends to overestimate
minor damage and underestimate severe damage.

For a given damage state, the fragility curve defines the probability that it be equal
or exceeded. The following hypotheses are assumed: (i) the fragility curves can be mod-
eled with a cumulative lognormal function, (ii) the damage is distributed in a binomial
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way [22,23], and (iii) in the thresholds of the damage states, the fragility curve is 0.50,
allowing the fragility curves to be built expeditiously. Figure 12 shows the four fragility
curves obtained. It can be seen how the thresholds based on the Risk-UE proposal leads
to an underestimation of the probabilities of exceeding Severe and Complete damage states
with respect to the thresholds based on the Park and Ang index, both in the X and Y
directions.
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These fragility curves are useful for the estimation of the damage probability matrices
(DPM). Damage probability matrices define the probability of each of the five damage
states. The following equation allows this estimation from the fragility curves:

P0(Sd) = 1− F1(Sd)
Pi(Sd) = Fi(Sd)− Fi+1(Sd) 1 ≤ i < 4
P4(Sd) = F4(Sd)

(12)

In this equation, Pi(Sd) is the probability of damage state i and Fi(Sd) is the fragility
curve of damage state i. It is also useful to have the mean damage state curve (MDS), which
is defined by the following equation:

Mean Damage State = MDS(Sd) =
4

∑
i = 0

iPi(Sd) (13)

Figure 13 shows the evolution of the mean damage state for the X and Y directions
and for the fragility curves based on the proposal of the Risk-UE project and the Park and
Ang damage index. It can be seen how the Risk-UE proposal tends to overestimate minor
damages and underestimate serious damages. On the other hand, this figure also shows
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the sensitivity of the expected damage to the choice of the thresholds of the damage states
and the need to be careful in their definition.
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3.2. Results
Building–Seismic Action Interaction

The impact of the earthquake on the building was analyzed assuming that the seismic
action did not significantly differ from the one recorded near the site. The accelerograms
recorded at AMNT station, the closest station to the building (5.22 km distant), were
used (see Figures 14 and 15). The X-Trans. axis of the building is oriented 144◦ from the
east (counter-clockwise) and therefore the Y-Long. axis is oriented E54◦N (see Figure 14).
Figure 15 shows the horizontal as-recorded acceleration components and the particle
motion (hodogram). As seen in this figure, the maximum acceleration (PGAmax) occurred
at a different angle (see pink arrow and Table 1) from the as-recorded ones (0◦—EW and
90◦—NS). The maximum intensity occurred close to the transversal axis of the building.
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Figure 14. Location and distance between the studied building and the closest accelerometric station, AMNT. The orientation
of the building with respect to north is also depicted.
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Figure 15. 2016 MW 7.8 Ecuador earthquake recorded at AMNT station. (a) As-recorded E-W and N-S accelerograms, and
(b) acceleration hodogram.

To explore the influence of the directionality effects on the spectral response of this
motion, the as-recorded components EW and NS were projected on an axis, which was
rotated between 0- and 180-degrees using Equation (4) and the response spectra for each
component were computed as well. Figure 16 shows the 5% damped response spectra of the
rotated accelerograms. These spectra are shown in Sa-T and in Sa-Sd formats. This figure
highlights the response spectra for an angle 0◦ (EW component), 90◦ (NS component), for
the transversal direction of the building (X direction, Dir XTrans.) and for the longitudinal
direction (Y direction, Dir YLong.). This figure also indicates the periods of the building
in the X and Y axes. Note how the most intense seismic action is given for the XTrans.
direction of the building, which most likely meant an increase in the damage caused by the
earthquake on this building.
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Figure 16. The 5% damped response spectra for the accelerograms obtained in the direction defined by the angle θ, from the
projection of the as-recorded components EW and NS recorded at AMNT station. This figure is given in period-spectral
acceleration (T-Sa) and in spectral displacement-spectral acceleration (Sd-Sa) formats. The fundamental periods of the
principal axes of the building (XTrans. and YLong.) are also indicated.

For a given seismic action and a specific building, the performance point, PP, speci-
fies the maximum spectral displacement that the earthquake defined by the 5% damped
response spectrum in the spectral acceleration-displacement format (Sd-Sa) would cause
to the building defined by its capacity spectrum, also in the Sd-Sa format. Then, fragility
curves and functions that define the mean damage state allow the level of expected damage
that the earthquake would cause in the building to be known. An expedited, although ap-
proximate, way of estimating the performance point is the linear-equivalent approximation
that assumes that the displacement would be the same as if the structure would have a
linear behavior. Although this approach is conservative, it was considered sufficient for
the purpose of this work.

Figure 17 illustrates the linear-equivalent approximation to obtain the performance
points from the 5% damped response spectrum of the rotated accelerograms, in the transver-
sal (X at 144◦) and longitudinal (Y at 54◦) directions of the building, respectively. As can
be seen in this figure, despite the similarity in the capacity of each of the axes of the build-
ing, the expected damage in the XTrans. direction would be larger due to a higher seismic
demand. The PP values obtained are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Performance point values from the principal axes of the studied building.

Axis Angle Sapp (cm/s2) Sdpp (cm)

X-Trans. 144◦ 561.8 9.3
Y-Long. 54◦ 544.2 5.6

The mean damage state curves (see Figure 13) were used to estimate the expected
damage and the fragility curves (see Figure 12) were used to estimate the probability of the
Complete damage state as a function of the rotation angle of the seismic action. Figure 18
shows the results obtained. Table 5 summarizes the numerical values for the directions
of the main axes of the building, which correspond to angles of 54◦ and 144◦. The values
of the mean damage state and the probability of Complete damage (P4, in percentage) are
given for the two hypotheses used to define the thresholds of the damage states, the one
based on the Risk-EU project and the one based on the damage index of Park and Ang. It
is observed that if we take the thresholds of the damage states based on the Park and Ang
damage index as the reference, the expected mean damage state is 3.50 and the probability
of the complete damage state is 59.2%. This result also agrees with the damage observed in
the studied building after the earthquake.
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Figure 17. Linear-equivalent approximation to estimate the performance point of XLong. (144◦ case) and YLong.

(54◦ case) axes.
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Figure 18. Mean damage state and complete damage probability as a function of the rotation angle of the seismic action.
The orientation of the principal axes of the building (54◦ and 144◦) is shown.
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Table 5. Mean damage state and complete damage probability in the main axes of the building based
on the proposal of the Risk- UE project and, the Park and Ang damage index.

Axis Angle
Mean Damage State Complete Damage Probability (%)

IPA RUE IPA RUE

X-Trans. 144◦ 3.50 3.07 59.24 34.85
Y-Long. 54◦ 2.09 2.40 7.52 12.91

Finally, the damage probability matrices for the orientation of the main axes of the
building were calculated. Figure 19 shows the results obtained for these two orientations
and for the two hypotheses used to define the thresholds of the damage states. It is
concluded that the lower damage obtained in the Y axis direction (approximately 54◦) is
due more to the lower intensity of the action in this direction than to the greater resistance
of the building. The greater damage in the direction of the X axis (approximately 144◦) is
due more to the greater severity of the action than to the lower resistance of the building.
However, it is also true that differences in the resistant properties of the building in its two
main directions may also influence the expected damage.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, the peak ground-motion measures of the 2016 Ecuador earthquake were
evaluated, obtaining interesting results. This event reaffirms the importance of continuing
to develop research to reduce the seismic hazard and risk in Ecuador. Use of only the
as-recorded components is not entirely correct when the effects of earthquakes are analyzed
since, very often, the maximum acceleration does not occur in one of these components.
As can be seen in the results presented herein, PGA is underestimated by about 10%, on
average, when PGALarger and PGAmax are compared.

When the spectral acceleration is estimated, RotD100 is considered as the maximum
possible response corresponding to the most critical case. Thus, these values can be used
for design or risk assessment of structures of special importance. It is possible to estimate
the maximum value for an available ground-motion dataset and this envelope can be
considered as an earthquake with a large return period, representing the 100th percentile
of all possible spectra for the available database.
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In addition, the directionality effects were evaluated, through a deterministic analysis,
in a building that was seriously damaged. The parametric model was applied to the
capacity curves/spectra of the studied building. This model is useful and was adequate to
model the capacity spectra resulting from the pushover analysis in both the transversal
(X) and longitudinal (Y) directions of the building. The capacity in the X direction is
slightly higher than in the Y direction. To obtain the fragility and damage curves, the
proposals adopted in the Risk-UE project and those of the damage index proposed by
Pujades et al. [11] based on the Park and Ang damage index were used. The trend of
the Risk-UE proposal to overestimate the moderate damage and to underestimate the
severe and complete damage referring to the method based on the Park and Ang index
was confirmed. However, the sensitivity of the fragility and damage curves to the way of
deciding/establishing the ultimate capacity point and the thresholds of the four non-null
damage states must be carefully considered. Thus, studies oriented towards increasing the
reliability and robustness of these limits are recommended. In the authors’ view, thresholds
based on the Park and Ang index are more versatile and robust than those based on the
bilinear form of the capacity spectrum (Risk-UE method).

The ground motion records from AMNT station, located 5 km away from the building,
were used to estimate the expected damage under the hypothesis that this seismic action
is what affected the building. For this purpose, a directionality analysis was carried out,
concluding that the acceleration at the direction that coincides with the transversal axis of
the building (144◦) is close to the greater intensity, and this probably would have been the
main cause of the damage. The probability of complete damage is close to 60%, which is in
a reasonable agreement with the damage suffered by the building during the earthquake.
However, this important damage must be attributed more to the severity of the action
than to the uneven resistance of the two directions of the main axes of the building since,
although they present differences in resistant properties, these differences are not very
significant. This study allowed us to test the parametric model, verify the robustness and
utility of the Park and Ang damage index, and verify the importance of considering the
directionality of the seismic actions in damage assessment and seismic risk studies.

Since the orientation of the weak axis of a building and the direction of the maximum
intensity of a motion can match, the directionality effects should be included within
risk studies. Similar buildings, located in the same place, may suffer different damage
grades depending on their orientation [4,26]. Thus, it will be essential to consider the
azimuthal orientation of buildings when estimating seismic risk. Within the framework of
the KaIROS project [27], several strategies to diminish uncertainties related to the seismic
risk quantification are presented. One of them includes the directionality effect considering
the azimuthal position of structures, the location of the epicenter, as well as the distance-
to-the-hypocenter. In this way, it is possible to take into account that urban environments
may be more prone to damage at specific incidence angles.
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